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Participation Agreement 

 
 
By submitting your animation(s) to ASIFA-Colorado Reel Committee, you are accepting all of the terms set within 
this legal and binding Agreement. This agreement pertains to all materials submitted to ASIFA-Colorado Reel 
Committee.I grant non-exclusive, irrevocable, perpetual, royalty-free, worldwide rights to ASIFA-Colorado Reel 
Committee to compile and present, the material title, ASIFA-Colorado Reel, and any associated visual and audio 
materials, including slides, video, film, and other presentation formats, and all software, trade secret, copyright, 
trademark, patents, and any other proprietary rights included therein (the "materials").  
 
In the event that such materials contain the work of other individuals or organizations including any software, trade 
secret, copyright, trademark, patents, and any other proprietary rights included therein, I understand that it is my 
responsibility to secure any necessary permissions and/or licenses, and I will hold ASIFA-Colorado Reel Committee 
and its affiliates harmless for any failure to do so. I have secured small performing rights licenses for the public 
performance of any copyrighted musical composition. I have secured synchronization licenses for the inclusion of any 
copyrighted musical compositions in film, video, or multimedia presentations. 
 
In the event that my submission is chosen for distribution, I grant non-exclusive, irrevocable, perpetual, royalty-free 
worldwide distribution rights to ASIFA-Colorado Reel Committee to publish and distribute the materials. I have the 
necessary rights, permissions, and/or licenses to grant to ASIFA-Colorado Reel Committee such rights to publish and 
distribute the material. I maintain the copyright to my work and will receive full attribution whenever the material is 
used. 
 
If I believe that ASIFA-Colorado Reel Committee has unreasonably modified my submission to change the character 
and expression of my submission, I agree that my sole and exclusive remedy against ASIFA-Colorado Reel 
Committee shall be to send notice to ASIFA-Colorado Reel Committee requesting that it discontinue that particular 
use. Upon receipt of such notice, ASIFA-Colorado Reel Committee will discontinue such use, provided that ASIFA-
Colorado Reel Committee may continue such use with respect to copies of promotional articles remaining in inventory 
or on order, media already purchased and the like, as of the date of notice. 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Email Address       Phone Number 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Animation Reel Participant, Printed Name    Address 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Signature Animation Reel Participant    Date 
 
 
 
 


